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Laser cooling of trapped ions
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Trapped and laser-cooled ions are increasingly used for a variety of modern high-precision experiments, for
frequency standard applications, and for quantum information processing. Therefore laser cooling of trapped
ions is reviewed, the current state of the art is reported, and several new cooling techniques are outlined. The
principles of ion trapping and the basic concepts of laser cooling for trapped atoms are introduced. The un-
derlying physical mechanisms are presented, and basic experiments are briefly sketched. Particular atten-
tion is paid to recent progress by elucidating several milestone experiments. In addition, a number of special
cooling techniques pertaining to trapped ions are reviewed; open questions and future research lines are indi-
cated. © 2003 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Laser cooling of atoms and ions has become a routine tool
for atomic physics and quantum optics in the past two
decades. It provides the basis for many of the modern
experiments such as, e.g., the preparation of atomic
Bose–Einstein condensates and quantum information
processing using atoms and ions for the quantum
memory.

Optical cooling of vapors by resonant light, through op-
tical pumping of orientational levels of angular momen-
tum together with successive collisions, was envisioned as
early as 1950 by Alfred Kastler.1 However, it was not be-
fore the advent of the tunable laser that optical cooling
was seriously reconsidered and proposed as a means to
prepare atomic samples for precision spectroscopy. A
first generalization of Kastler’s ideas was presented in
1974 by Zel’dovich2 when he proposed to use optical
pumping of a two-level system for cooling. Independent
proposals for optical cooling of free atoms by use of radia-
tion pressure,3 and of ions that are bound in an electro-
magnetic trap,4 then marked the start of the laser cooling
era. Laser cooling was first experimentally observed in
1978 by Neuhauser and coworkers5 with Ba1 ions and by
Wineland and coworkers with trapped Mg1 ions.6 Their
seminal papers and the subsequent theoretical work7,8

spurred more sophisticated and more elaborate investiga-
tions of cooling of atoms and ions.

Work with laser-cooled single trapped ions was re-
ported first around 1980.9 It was the starting point of
the application of trapped ions to precision spectroscopy10

and to fundamental quantum optics experiments, such as
the observation of quantum jumps.11–13 Laser cooling of
ions in harmonic traps was comprehensively treated by
0740-3224/2003/051003-13$15.00 ©
Stenholm14 and coworkers. Cooling to the quantum me-
chanical ground state of the trap potential was achieved
for the first time by Diedrich et al.15 in the resolved-
sideband regime (see below and Ref. 4), using narrow-
band excitation for the optical pumping.

A renewed investigation of laser cooling of trapped ions
started with the development of new laser cooling tech-
niques applied to neutral atoms in standing waves.16 In
particular, treating the cooling of a single harmonically
trapped ion in a standing wave17 led to a new method for
the calculation of the cooling dynamics, which proved to
be valuable for calculating the production of highly non-
classical states,18,19 such as Fock states and squeezed
states of the ion motion. It was realized that the inter-
action of a harmonically trapped ion with a light field is
virtually equivalent to a Jaynes–Cummings descrip-
tion.19,20 Thus laser cooling of a trapped ion became the
basis for a variety of quantum optical experiments equiv-
alent to cavity quantum electrodynamic experiments.21,22

The possibility of manipulating the internal state of a
laser-cooled ion with precisely controlled laser pulses led
to a whole new branch of quantum optics, now known as
quantum state engineering.23 In particular, quantum in-
formation processing with trapped ions was proposed by
Cirac and Zoller in 1995.24 This technique relies entirely
on the possibility of achieving ground-state cooling and on
the ability to manipulate a quantum state in a well-
controlled way. Naturally, this interest stimulated re-
newed efforts to achieve efficient ground-state cooling,
which was obtained, e.g., by use of Raman excitations
with Be1 ions25 and narrowband optical excitation with
Ca1 ions.26

Meanwhile quantum state engineering is being imple-
2003 Optical Society of America
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mented with strings of ions for studies of entangle-
ment27,28 and for quantum information processing. The
required simultaneous cooling of several motional degrees
of freedom has been achieved with two ions by Raman
sideband cooling29 and by sympathetic sideband cooling.30

The necessity to extend ground-state cooling to larger ion
strings has led to the invention of conceptually more
elaborate, albeit very successful, techniques that use elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) arising from
quantum interference.31,32

Laser cooling of trapped ions has deepened our under-
standing of the mechanical effects of radiation, and it has
been instrumental for groundbreaking developments in
experimental quantum optics. Today, while it is still an
active field of research, it has also become a standard rou-
tine in many laboratories, where a variety of cooling pro-
cedures are available for precision spectroscopy and quan-
tum optical purposes.

This review paper is outlined as follows: After a brief
introduction into the physics of ion traps, the fundamen-
tal concepts of laser cooling are outlined in Section 3.
The standard cooling procedures, such as Doppler cooling
and resolved-sideband cooling, are treated in Section 4,
where state of the art and experimental results are sum-
marized. Laser cooling of multilevel systems as well as
more elaborate cooling techniques are then reviewed in
Section 5, and we conclude with an outline of some open
questions and future investigations.

2. ION TRAPS
For the confinement of atomic ions by electromagnetic
fields, either a combination of static electric and magnetic
fields (Penning trap) or a time-dependent inhomogeneous
electric field (Paul trap) is used.33

To trap a particle, a restoring force F } 2r is required,
where r is the distance from the origin of the trap. Both
types of trap create such a force through a quadrupole po-
tential

F 5 F0~ax2 1 by2 1 gz2!/r0
2 (1)

where F0 denotes a voltage applied to a quadrupole elec-
trode configuration, r0 is the characteristic trap size, and
the constants a, b, g determine the shape of the potential.
Solving the Laplace equation, we obtain the three-
dimensional quadrupole potential described by a 5 b
5 22g and a two-dimensional quadrupole potential a
5 2b, g 5 0. The different signs of the factors a, b, g
make it evident that stable confinement cannot be
achieved with a static electric potential. Therefore, in
three dimensions and with the appropriate sign of the
voltage F0 for axial trapping, a magnetic field can be used
for radial confinement. This configuration is known as a
Penning trap. Without the magnetic field, a time-
dependent potential F0 5 Udc 1 Vac cos(Vrf t) must be
used to achieve a stable confinement, which is known as
the Paul trap in three dimensions or the Paul mass filter
in two dimensions. The latter provides a radial binding
force toward the ẑ axis and is used, e.g., to guide ion
beams and for mass spectrometry.33,34

Three-dimensional traps provide a confining force with
respect to a single point in space and are therefore used
for single-ion experiments or for the confinement of large
centrosymmetric ion clouds. Both the Paul and the Pen-
ning trap provide a potential that is described by har-
monic oscillation in all three dimensions. The axial mo-
tion in a Penning trap is governed by the static electric
field; the radial motion resulting from the Lorentz forces
can be decomposed into a (harmonic) cyclotron and mag-
netron motion. Thus in a Penning trap the quantum mo-
tion of a trapped particle is described by the sum of three
harmonic oscillators with frequencies ncyc @ nax @ nmag ,
where, however, the magnetron component contributes
with a negative sign, since the electric field forces the ion
away from the trap center.

For the Paul trap, stable confinement is achieved by
the time dependence of F(t) with appropriately chosen
frequency Vrf and amplitude Vac . With the solution of
the resulting (explicitly time-dependent) differential
equation, the so-called Mathieu equation, the ion motion
in a Paul trap is described by three frequencies of har-
monic motion, nx , ny , nz . The amplitude of this secular
motion is weakly modulated at the driving frequency Vrf ,
the so-called micromotion. The amplitude of that motion
increases linearly with the distance of the ion from the
trap center. Thus in Paul traps the quantum motion of a
single ion located near the trap center is very well ap-
proximated by a harmonic oscillation in three dimensions.

The linear variant of the Paul trap is based on the
quadrupole mass-filter potential.35–38 This potential pro-
vides confining forces in the two directions perpendicular
to the ẑ axis, while for axial confinement additional elec-
trodes are attached. The radial confinement is created,
as in the three-dimensional Paul trap, by a time-
dependent voltage F0 5 Udc 1 Vac cos(Vrf t) applied to
the electrodes. Near the trap axis this creates a poten-
tial of the form F 5 F0(x2 2 y2)/(2r0

2), where r0 de-
notes the distance from the trap axis to the surface of one
of the electrodes. Again, the quantum motion of an ion in
the trap is well approximated by harmonic oscillation.
Making the radial frequency much higher than the axial
one allows trapping of an ion string that is located along
the trap axis. The motion of an ion string is described by
common harmonic oscillator modes resulting from the
equilibrium of the trap’s confining potential and the Cou-
lomb repulsion of the neighboring ions. The oscillation
frequencies can be readily calculated.39,40 The lowest fre-
quency nz , corresponding to center-of-mass oscillation of
the string, equals the single-ion secular frequency, and
the highest axial frequency scales approximately as
(2N21)1/2nz , where N denotes the number of ions in the
string.39 The two-ion case is discussed in more detail in
Subsection 3.D.

In summary, for small amplitudes of the motion, espe-
cially for amplitudes that are less than the wavelength of
the applied radiation (used for spectroscopy or cooling),
the ion motion in these traps can be well approximated by
a harmonic oscillation. We mainly concentrate on laser
cooling results achieved with three- or two-dimensional
Paul traps, in which most quantum optical experiments
have been performed. The concepts and methods we
present, however, are to a large extent also valid for Pen-
ning traps.
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3. COOLING OF TRAPPED IONS:
CONCEPTS
In this section the fundamental concepts of laser cooling
of trapped ions are introduced. The focus is on tech-
niques that allow cooling of the ionic motion to tempera-
tures for which the nonclassical properties of the center-
of-mass motion become manifest and that therefore
require a quantum mechanical description. We first re-
strict the discussion to motion along a single motional
axis, as this allows for a transparent description without
loss of generality. The more general case of cooling in all
three spatial dimensions is then introduced. Finally,
these concepts are extended to laser cooling of a string of
ions.

A. Laser-Cooling of Single Ions
In the absence of other external fields, the center-of-mass
motion of a trapped ion with mass M and along the ẑ axis
is described by the Hamiltonian41–43

Hmech 5
p2

2M
1

1

2
Mn2z2 5 \nS a†a 1

1

2 D . (2)

Here n is the oscillator frequency, p and z are the momen-
tum and the position of the ion, and a and a† are the an-
nihilation and creation operators of a quantum of vibra-
tional energy \n, with z 5 (\/2Mn)1/2(a 1 a†) and p
5 i(\Mn/2)1/2(a† 2 a). The eigenstates of Hmech are
the number states un&, n 5 0, 1, 2,..., at the energies En
5 \n(n 1 1/2).

The most basic model system for laser cooling is a
single trapped ion whose center-of-mass motion is de-
scribed by Eq. (2) and whose electronic transition, usually
an optical dipole transition, is driven by a (quasi-) reso-
nant laser. In the process of photon scattering the total
energy of atom and field is conserved, but in the exchange
of energy and momentum between atom and radiation,
mechanical energy of the atom may be dissipated through
spontaneous emission. Under suitably chosen excitation
conditions this leads to cooling and to a low steady-state
motional energy, as discussed below.

Consider an electronic transition with dipole moment d
and resonance frequency v0 driven by monochromatic
light at frequency vL and wave vector k. The laser field
is assumed to be classical, and for an ion at position z and
at time t it has the form E(z, t) 5 E0e cos(vLt 2 kzz),
where E0 , e are amplitude and polarization and kz 5 k
• ẑ 5 ukucos u, with the angle u between the axis of the
motion and the propagation direction of the field. In the
rotating-wave approximation and in the reference frame
rotating at the laser frequency, the Hamiltonian H of the
driven dipole has the form

H 5 Hmech 2 \Due&^eu 1 ~\V/2!

3 @ ue&^ guexp~ikzz ! 1 H.c.#, (3)

where u g&, ue& denote the ground and excited state of the
dipole transition, D 5 vL 2 v0 is the laser detuning, and
V 5 d–e E0 /\ is the Rabi frequency, which is taken to be
real with suitable definition of the time t 5 0. The me-
chanical effect of light associated with the absorption or
emission of a photon is described by the operators
exp(6ikz z): These induce a displacement of the atomic
momentum by a quantity \kz (2\kz) for the absorption
(emission) of a laser photon. In the basis of the vibra-
tional states $un&%, this is associated with a transition un&
→ un8&, with probability amplitudes given by the
Franck–Condon coefficients Fn→n8 5 ^n8uexp(ikzz)un&.
Obviously, when cos u 5 0 —i.e., when the laser is perpen-
dicular to the motional axis—there is no exchange of me-
chanical energy between laser and atom. For cos u Þ 0
the average change in mechanical energy that is due to
the absorption from (or emission into) the laser mode is
the recoil energy ER,laser 5 \vR cos2 u, where vR is the re-
coil frequency defined as

vR 5 \k2/2M. (4)

The full atomic dynamics are described by the master
equation for the density matrix r of the atom,44,45

] tr 5 @H, r#/i\ 1 Lr , (5)

where L is the Liouville operator representing spontane-
ous decay at the rate G on the ue& → u g& transition. The
spontaneous emission events produce a mechanical effect
on the atom as well. On average, because of the spatial
symmetry of emission, they do not change the atomic mo-
mentum. They affect, however, the ion’s mechanical en-
ergy, which increases, on average, by the recoil energy
ER,spont 5 \vRa per event. The factor a describes the av-
erage component of the recoil energy on the motional axis,
weighted with the dipole pattern of spontaneous
emission.14

Summarizing, the dynamics of the atomic center-of-
mass motion under laser excitation is characterized by
three fundamental frequencies: the oscillator frequency
n, the rate of spontaneous emission G, and the recoil fre-
quency vR . Their respective ratios define regimes of la-
ser cooling dynamics. This is well illustrated by discuss-
ing their connection to the properties of the dipole
absorption spectrum.

The absorption spectrum of the dipole transition is ob-
tained by sweeping the laser detuning D across the atomic
resonance and looking at the photon scattering rate. For
a two-level transition like the one described by Eq. (3), a
given state u g, n& is coupled to several excited states
ue, m& at Rabi frequencies VFn→m and at transition fre-
quencies vm2n 5 v0 1 (m 2 n)n. Thus the laser can
excite a series of resonances spaced by the trap frequency
n. The spectral resolution of these resonances depends
on the relation between n and the linewidth of the transi-
tion G.46 For G . n (weak confinement limit) all states
ue, m& are excited whose transition frequencies fall inside
the resonance curve. On the other hand, for G , n
(strong confinement limit) the individual resonances are
resolved. This is the so-called sideband spectrum: The
resonances appearing at frequencies v l 5 v0 1 ln (l
5 61, 62,...) are the motional sidebands, while the reso-
nance at v0 is the carrier. In this limit, the laser can be
tuned to a certain (e.g., the lth) sideband, thus selectively
driving the transitions between the corresponding vibra-
tional states u g, n& and ue, n 1 l&.

The excitation probability of a sideband is determined
by the modulus square of the corresponding Franck–
Condon coefficient, whose value depends critically on the
relation between vR and n. A particularly relevant limit
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for laser cooling of trapped ions is the Lamb–Dicke re-
gime vR ! n, which is fulfilled when the size of the
ground-state wave packet is much smaller than the laser
wavelength.5 In this limit, a hierarchy of transitions
between motional states is established that is ordered
by the Lamb–Dicke parameter14 h 5 (vR /n)1/2

5 (\k2/2Mn)1/2. This hierarchy is applicable to all mo-
tional states with vibrational number n such that (2n
1 1)1/2h ! 1, i.e., whose corresponding wave packet is
still well localized over the laser wavelength. The tran-
sition at zero order in h is the carrier, involving no change
in the vibrational number. The transitions at v61 5 v0
6 n have a probability of order h2 and are known as
‘‘blue-sideband’’ (v0 1 n) and ‘‘red-sideband’’ (v0 2 n)
transitions. For the initial state u g, n&, their weight
with respect to the carrier is (n 1 1)h2 and nh2, respec-
tively. Transitions involving a larger number of vibra-
tional phonons are of higher order in the Lamb–Dicke pa-
rameter and are usually neglected. A typical sideband
spectrum in the Lamb–Dicke regime is displayed in Fig.
1. Below, we assume that the Lamb–Dicke regime holds,
unless specified otherwise.

These concepts can now be brought together for dis-
cussing cooling. Generally, the motion is cooled when
transitions to lower energy states are more probable.
Thus the laser parameters must be chosen so that red-
sideband transitions occur at the higher rate. The opti-
mal values of these parameters depend on the ratio be-
tween G and n. To illustrate this, we look more closely at
the relevant processes: Below saturation, these are the
spontaneous Raman transitions coupling the state u g, n&
to u g, n 1 1& and u g, n 2 1&, which happen at rates R1

5 (n 1 1)A1 and R2 5 nA2 , respectively. The rate co-
efficients A6 are given by14

A6 5
V2

G
h2@cos2 u W~D 7 n! 1 aW~D!#, (6)

with W(D) 5 1/(4D2/G2 1 1). Thus the rates R6 are the
sum of two terms, corresponding to two spontaneous Ra-
man processes scattering the atom into u g, n 6 1&, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2(a). For instance, the first term of R1

corresponds to absorption along the blue sideband [with
relative probability (n 1 1)h2 cos2u W(D 2 n)] followed by
spontaneous emission on the carrier (at rate G), while the
second term describes absorption along the carrier [with

Fig. 1. Illustration of strong confinement (left) and weak con-
finement (right) in the Lamb–Dicke regime. The Lorentz curve
is the atomic resonance of width G. The vertical bars display the
relative absorption probabilities of the laser and its sidebands,
uFn→mu2 for m 5 n, n 6 1, at vL , vL 7 n. The laser spectrum
is displayed in the reference frame of the ion, with the laser de-
tuned for optimum cooling in both cases, i.e., vL 5 v0 2 n and
vL 5 v0 2 G/2 for strong and weak confinement, respectively.
relative probability W(D)] and spontaneous emission on
the sideband [at rate (n 1 1)h2G]. These two processes
can also be identified with the corresponding components
of the fluctuation spectrum of the dipole force and with
the diffusion coefficient that is due to spontaneous emis-
sion, respectively.17 It should be pointed out that Eq. (6)
describes the rates when the laser is a traveling wave.
In the presence of intensity and polarization gradients,
additional effects contribute to the scattering process,
which may give different weights to the terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. (6).17,47,48

The dynamics of the vibrational states are determined
by the rates A6 and are displayed in Fig. 2(b). The dy-
namics of the average vibrational number ^n&
5 (n50

` n^nurun& are described by14

d

dt
^n& 5 2~A2 2 A1!^n& 1 A1 . (7)

This allows for a steady-state solution when A2

. A1 , i.e., when the rate coefficient for red-sideband
transitions is larger than that for the blue sideband.
This relation is fulfilled for D , 0 (vL , v0). In this
case Eq. (7) has the solution

^n& t 5 ^n&0 exp@2~A2 2 A1!t#

1 n̄$1 2 exp@2~A2 2 A1!t#%, (8)

where ^n& t is the vibrational quantum number at time t
and n̄ 5 A1 /(A2 2 A1) is the steady-state value. The
form of n̄ shows that the lowest values are achieved for
large ratios A2 /A1 , while Eqs. (6) and (8) show that the
rate at which this value is reached scales with the recoil
frequency. From Eq. (6) it can be verified that in the

Fig. 2. (a) Cooling (un& → un 2 1&) and heating (un&
→ un 1 1&) transitions starting from state u g, n&, at lowest or-
der in h. The relative probabilities of the individual processes
are indicated for cos u 5 1. (b) Illustration of the rate coeffi-
cients for cooling and heating, after Ref. 14.
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weak confinement regime (G @ n) the maximum ratio
A2 /A1 is obtained for D 5 2G/2. This is the case of Dop-
pler cooling, where the steady-state vibrational quantum
number for the two-level transition is n̄ . G/2n.7,14 This
value corresponds to the number of sideband transitions
resonantly excited by coupling a motional state u g, n& to
ue&.

In the strong confinement limit, G , n, larger ratios
A2 /A1 , and hence lower values of n̄, are reached. In
this regime of resolved-sideband cooling, cooling is opti-
mized for D 5 2n, which corresponds to tuning the laser
into resonance with the red sideband, while the carrier
and the blue sideband are well off resonance.7,14 Side-
band cooling allows one to obtain very small values of n̄.
For G ! n, n̄ . (G/n)2 ! 1; i.e., the motional ground
state occupation is close to one, and it approaches unity
with stronger confinement.

The above considerations show that high cooling effi-
ciency requires a large difference between the red- and
the blue-sideband absorption, which can be obtained with
a good spectral resolution of the motional sidebands. In
the absence of a suitably narrow electronic transition,
such resolution may be achieved through the narrow line-
width of multiphoton processes. This idea is the basis of
Raman sideband cooling.49 Here, an effective two-level
transition like that in sideband cooling is designed by us-
ing a L-configuration of atomic levels, where two stable or
metastable states u g1& and u g2& are coupled by Raman
transitions through the common excited state ue&.50 Se-
lective sideband excitation is accomplished by coherent
Raman processes that transfer atoms from u g1& to u g2&,
tuned to the red sideband of the two-photon transition.
Repumping from u g2& to u g1& is achieved with a third la-
ser that induces spontaneous Raman scattering. The
linewidth of the process is determined mainly by the line-
width of the spontaneous Raman scattering and can eas-
ily be set to yield resolved sidebands. Below, it is shown
that this condition may also be achieved by using the nar-
row lines that are due to quantum interference in the
scattering at saturation.31

The concepts discussed here can be easily extended to
cooling of the motion in all three dimensions. Here, for
each axis of the motion (each mode) and in the Lamb–
Dicke regime the absorption spectrum is composed of the
carrier and the respective blue and red sidebands. These
modes can be Doppler cooled or sideband cooled, depend-
ing on the ratios between G and the frequencies nx , ny , nz
of the trap. The angle of k with the three axes deter-
mines how the recoil of a laser photon is divided between
the modes, and the recoil energy that is due to a scattered
photon is distributed over the modes, depending on the
angle of emission. Laser light propagating only along
one axis (e.g., cos uz 5 1) implies heating in the perpen-
dicular plane. Three-dimensional laser cooling is
achieved when laser and trap are configured such that the
laser photons have nonvanishing projections on all mo-
tional axes.

Throughout this section we have focused on the Lamb–
Dicke regime, which is usually encountered in ion trap ex-
periments. Nevertheless, there are situations in which
this condition is not fulfilled. It turns out that Doppler
cooling is always possible, provided that G . vR .14 Re-
garding ground-state cooling outside the Lamb–Dicke re-
gime, there exist some theoretical proposals of how to
implement Raman sideband cooling schemes in this situ-
ation, and ground-state cooling for relatively large values
of h has been predicted.51,52

B. Connection to Laser Cooling of Atomic Gases
The way we have represented the cooling mechanism in
an ion trap is based on energy eigenstates and accounts
for the situation that the motional energy can change only
in quanta of the trap energy. This is an adequate de-
scription for the Lamb–Dicke regime h ! 1, where the re-
coil energy of a photon is smaller than a motional energy
quantum, such that state-changing transitions become
suppressed. In contrast, for atomic gases in weakly bind-
ing potentials (h . 1) a description based on momentum
eigenstates is more natural, because the recoil momen-
tum of the photon is transferred to an atom in every
single absorption and emission event. Still, the final ki-
netic energy of Doppler cooling turns out to be the same,
;G/2, for trapped (h ! 1) and quasi-free (h . 1) atoms.
Therefore nowadays this type of cooling is referred to as
Doppler cooling in both situations. The energy picture,
however, had already naturally invoked the concept of
sidebands at the initial stage of development, and what is
now called Doppler cooling was then consequently de-
noted sideband cooling.4–6,9 We stick to the common us-
age of Doppler cooling for the case G . n, but, to avoid
confusion, we mostly use the name ‘‘resolved-sideband’’
cooling for the situation of strong confinement (G ! n).

C. Temperature Measurement
The experimental determination of the temperature
reached by laser cooling uses the properties of the absorp-
tion spectrum, just like cooling itself. The occupation of
the vibrational states is measured through absorption or
scattering. The most common method is to compare the
two absorption probabilities obtained by tuning the laser
to the red sideband and to the blue sideband in the strong
confinement limit.15,25,26 Since the state u g, 0& does not
contribute to the absorption when the red sideband is ex-
cited, the difference between the two probabilities is pro-
portional to the ground-state population. A related
method uses comparison of the fluorescence signals on the
two sidebands, but there the probe laser must be suffi-
ciently weak that it does not affect the cooling process.53

A more precise measurement is obtained by exciting
Rabi oscillations.21,26 Here the blue sideband of the tran-
sition between the internal state u g& and a metastable
state ua& is driven coherently in the strong confinement re-
gime, and the population of the state ua& is measured as a
function of the laser pulse length. This is given by

Pa~t! 5 (
n

^ g, nuru g, n&sin2~hAn 1 1Vt!, (9)

which describes the superposition of Rabi oscillations on
each transition u g, n& ↔ ua, n 1 1& at the respective
Rabi frequency hAn 1 1V. Fitting Pa(t) to the mea-
sured population reconstructs the distribution Pn
5 ^ g, nuru g, n& at the end of the cooling process.
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D. Laser Cooling of Ion Strings
Ion traps can confine several ions. These interact
through Coulomb repulsion, and at sufficiently low tem-
peratures they crystallize at the classical equilibrium po-
sitions in the total potential given by the trap plus the
Coulomb interaction.54 In linear Paul traps with cylin-
drical geometry and a steep radial potential,35 these posi-
tions are localized along the trap axis, which is here iden-
tified with the ẑ axis. The ions form a string,55,56 and the
motion is described by its collective excitations. In the
regime usually achieved by Doppler cooling, these excita-
tions are the normal modes of the string, 3N eigenmodes
for N ions. The axial modes of a string are N harmonic
oscillators at frequencies nb (b 5 1 ... N). In this basis,
the displacements qj of the ions from their classical equi-
librium positions zj

(0) are expanded into displacements of
all modes with weights determined by both the mode b
and the position in the string j.40 When driven by a laser,
the mechanical effect associated with the absorption of a
photon by the ion at zj

(0) is described by the operator
exp(ikzqj), which is the product of the displacements for
each mode. Hence the recoil energy gained by the string
after absorption of a photon by one of the ions is distrib-
uted over all modes, with weights depending on the posi-
tion of the ion that undergoes the absorption.

Generally the absorption spectrum of one ion of the
string shows a dense distribution of resonances, corre-
sponding to transitions between motional states where
the vibrational number of several modes may change si-
multaneously. In the Lamb–Dicke regime, however, the
number of resonances reduces to the carrier resonance
and the red and blue sidebands of each mode, i.e., to those
transitions where the vibrational number of only one
mode may be changed by one phonon. In this limit the
modes are individually laser cooled either to the Doppler
limit or to the ground state, depending on the linewidth of
the excitation process, in the same way as a single ion is
cooled.57–60 Theoretical investigations of laser cooling of
Coulomb crystals have confirmed this behavior also out-
side the Lamb–Dicke regime, where the dynamics of the
individual modes cannot be separated.60 We emphasize
that the whole ion string can be cooled by driving a single
or a subset of ions, since the displacement of one ion cor-
responds to a displacement of all modes. This is also the
basis of proposals for sympathetic cooling of ion
chains,61,62 where an ion species with favorable transi-
tions for laser cooling is embedded in a chain composed of
other species and is used for cooling the motion of the
whole chain to the ground state.

4. DOPPLER AND SIDEBAND COOLING:
EXPERIMENTS
A. Doppler Cooling
Doppler cooling of trapped ions was first achieved in two
experiments in 1978. Using a cloud of ;5 3 104 Mg1

ions in a Penning trap, Wineland et al. showed that near-
resonant laser radiation was able to reduce the tempera-
ture to below 40 K.6 The temperature was measured
through currents in the trap electrodes induced by the
motion of the ions. With a cloud of ;50 Ba1 ions in a
Paul trap, Neuhauser et al. demonstrated Doppler cooling
by observing a greatly enhanced dwell time of the ions in
the trap.5 The first laser-cooled single ion was prepared
later by the same group and in the same apparatus.9

They estimated a temperature of a few tens of milli-
kelvins from the size of the observed ion image.

Later Doppler cooling was also demonstrated with ions
in linear traps,37,38 in a ring trap,55,56 and in Penning
traps.63,64 The most prominent feature in this situation
is the crystallization of a cloud of ions into a well-ordered
linear chain or a three-dimensional Coulomb crystal.65

This phenomenon was observed through direct imaging of
the ions and also through their excitation spectrum.66,67

A kink appears in the measured dependence of fluores-
cence rate versus laser detuning when the Doppler-
broadened absorption profile of a cloud turns into a nar-
row (near-natural linewidth) line at the point of
crystallization.68

Two-component crystals have also been prepared by
Doppler cooling one of the two species.69–71 Such sympa-
thetic cooling works in much the same way as Doppler
cooling of a one-component ion cloud. The method has
received increased attention recently as it may be useful
for ground-state cooling of ions for quantum information
processing.61,62 While one species is continuously laser-
excited and the whole string is cooled, the other species is
available for coherent quantum manipulations.

B. Resolved-Sideband Cooling to the Vibrational
Ground State
This section gives an overview of experiments that have
achieved ground-state sideband cooling of single ions and
ion crystals. To reach the strong confinement condition,
various methods have been established: Either a quad-
rupole or intercombination transition is excited by a nar-
rowband laser source, or a Raman transition between hy-
perfine ground states is driven by two laser fields.

1. Resolved-Sideband Cooling on Optical Transitions
The first experiment in which the motional ground state
was reached by resolved-sideband cooling was performed
on a single trapped 198Hg1 ion.15 The relevant levels of
198Hg1 are shown in Fig. 3(a). The S1/2 to P1/2 transition
near 194 nm was used to prepare the ion near the Doppler
limit. Then the S1/2 to D5/2 quadrupole transition near
281 nm was employed to perform sideband cooling.
Since the natural lifetime (86 ms) of the D5/2 state would
put an upper limit to the cooling rate, laser radiation near
398 nm was used to mix the D5/2 state with the fast-
decaying P3/2 state. Thus the width of the D5/2 state was
increased, and the cooling rate optimized. The ion was
stored in a three-dimensional Paul trap with dc control
voltages adjusted such that the vibrational frequency was
2.96 MHz in all directions.

For ground-state cooling, the red sideband of the S1/2 to
D5/2 transition was driven for a period of 200–500 ms
while the 398-nm radiation was on. The final phonon
number n̄ after cooling was deduced from the imbalance
of the excitation probabilities on the blue and red side-
bands of the S1/2 to D5/2 transition, as explained in Sub-
section 3.C: The sidebands were excited with a pulse of
15-ms duration, and state-selective fluorescence on the
S1/2 to P1/2 transition revealed whether excitation to D5/2
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had happened. The cooling result n̄ 5 0.051 6 0.012
corresponds to a 95% ground-state probability.

A single 40Ca1 ion was cooled to the ground state by use
of the same principle.26 The level scheme is shown in
Fig. 3(b). In this experiment the ion was trapped in a
three-dimensional Paul trap with motional frequencies
(nx , ny , nz) 5 2p(2.16, 2.07, 4.51) MHz. Resolved-
sideband cooling employed excitation of the narrow
uS1/2 , mJ 5 21/2& to uD5/2 , mJ 5 25/2& transition near
729 nm, and for efficient cooling the uD5/2 , 25/2& state
was broadened by a laser near 854 nm, which coupled it
to the uP3/2 , 23/2& state. Choosing the Rabi frequency at
854 nm optimized either the cooling rate (high Rabi fre-
quency) or the cooling limit (low Rabi frequency). A mag-
netic field of 400 mT was applied to provide a well-defined
quantization axis and Zeeman splitting. The cooling
cycle is closed by the decay from uP3/2 , 23/2& to
uS1/2 , 21/2&. The cycle can be interrupted, however,
since P3/2 may decay to D3/2 , and optical pumping from
D3/2 to P1/2 by laser radiation near 866 nm can bring the
system into uS1/2 , 11/2&. The expected rate for this pro-
cess is ;1/100 of the cooling rate, estimated from the
Clebsch–Gordon coefficients and decay constants. To
prevent this leakage of population from the cooling pro-
cess, short pulses of s 1 polarized light near 397 nm were
used.

Fig. 3. Levels and transition wavelengths relevant for resolved-
sideband cooling in various ion species: (a) With a single 198Hg1

ion, Doppler cooling is performed on the transition near 194 nm.
For sideband cooling, laser light near 281 and 398 nm is used.
The red sideband of the S1/2–D5/2 transition is indicated with a
dashed horizontal line. (b) For Doppler cooling of 40Ca1 ions,
the dipole transitions near 397 and 866 nm are employed.
Resolved-sideband cooling is performed on the quadrupole tran-
sition near 729 nm while the dipole transition near 854 nm is
used to increase the cooling rate. (c) For resolved-sideband cool-
ing of 115In1 ions, the intercombination line near 231 nm is used.
(d) Levels relevant for optical cooling of 9Be1 ions. Transitions
D1, D2, and D3 are used for Doppler cooling and optical pump-
ing. Raman sideband cooling is performed with laser pulses al-
ternately driving the transitions R1, R2, and D1, D3. All wave-
lengths are near 313 nm; the hyperfine splitting of both P states
is 1.250 GHz.
After a 2 ms period of precooling on the S1/2 to P1/2
transition, which brought the ion close to the Doppler
limit (n̄z . 3), resolved-sideband cooling was applied.
As the cooling time was varied, an exponential decay of
the phonon number with decay time 5 ms21 was observed,
and a final ground-state population of 99.9% in that vi-
brational mode (corresponding to n̄z 5 0.001) was
reached after 6.4 ms of cooling time.

The intercombination line of a trapped 115In1 ion was
also used for optical cooling.53 The relevant levels of
115In1 are shown in Fig. 3(c). Here, in a three-
dimensional Paul trap with typical secular frequencies
near 1 MHz, the vibrational sidebands are well resolved
when the transition 1S0 to 3P1 with a natural linewidth
of G/2p 5 360 kHz is driven. As was reported in Ref. 53,
a mean phonon number below 1 was reached, and both a
single ion and a two-ion crystal were prepared in the
ground state with 50% probability.

2. Ground-State Cooling of Ion Strings
Ground-state cooling of ion strings works in the same way
as the cooling described above. In the resolved-sideband
regime, the excitation spectrum exhibits sidebands for
each vibrational mode of the string, as explained in Sub-
section 3.D. The axial modes of a string of 40Ca1 ions
were observed in Ref. 72. For the case of a two-ion
string, the common modes are illustrated in Fig. 4. In
the experiment of Ref. 30 only one ion of a two-ion string
of 40Ca1 was addressed with a tight laser focus. This
leads to a situation of sympathetic cooling, as described
earlier for two different species: Although the light in-
tensity is concentrated onto one of the ions, all the com-
mon vibrational modes are still affected. The ground
state of the center-of-mass mode was reached with n̄
< 0.05 after 6.4 ms of cooling time.30

When all four modes at the frequencies
(nrad , nr , nb , nax) 5 2p(2.0, 1.9, 1.2, 0.7) MHz were suc-
cessively cooled (in this temporal order), mean phonon
numbers (n̄rad , n̄r , n̄b , n̄ax) 5 (2.3, 0.65, 0.47, 0.05)
were obtained. Because of the sequential cooling tech-
nique, the modes that were cooled first were reheated
from n̄ . 0.05 during the cooling of the other modes.
The magnitude of reheating can be fully understood from
the momentum transfer of the photons scattered in ran-
dom directions.

3. Raman Sideband Cooling
In the experiments at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, Boulder, hyperfine ground states of 9Be1

ions are employed to encode quantum logic information
(qubits), and Raman transitions between these hyperfine

Fig. 4. Illustration of the normal modes of a two-ion string.
Left, the common vibration is shown for the axial and breathing
modes at frequencies nax and nb 5 naxA3, for which the motion is
purely along the ẑ direction of the trap. Right, radial and rock-
ing modes at frequencies nrad and nr 5 Anrad

2 2 nax
2 are depicted.
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states are used to implement quantum entanglement
operations.28 To initialize an ion (or ion string) for logic
gate operations, Raman sideband cooling is performed.
The relevant levels and transitions are defined in Fig.
3(d). In the first cooling experiment73 a single ion was
trapped in a tightly confining Paul trap with vibrational
frequencies (nx , ny , nz) 5 2p(11.2, 18.2, 29.8) MHz.
Doppler, cooling on the S1/2 , uF 5 2, mF 5 2& to P3/2
transition [beam D2 in Fig. 3(d)] resulted in mean pho-
non numbers (n̄x , n̄y , n̄z) 5 (0.47, 0.30, 0.18). Optical
pumping into the S1/2 , u1, 1& and u2, 1& states was pre-
vented with laser light on the transitions labeled D1 and
D3. After a 50-ms period of Doppler cooling, the ion was
prepared in the S1/2 , u2, 2& state by switching off beam D2.
Then Raman cooling was applied, consisting of two steps:
(i) With the relative detuning of the Raman beams set to
the first lower sideband, the ion is stimulated from S1/2 ,
u2, 2& to S1/2 , u1, 1&, and the mean phonon number is re-
duced by one. (ii) When light fields D1 and D3 are
driven, the ion is recycled to the S1/2 , u2, 2& state by a
spontaneous Raman transition. Five of these cooling
cycles were performed in order to reach the vibrational
ground state.

To realize cooling in three dimensions, step (i) was cy-
clically applied with the laser tuned to each of the red
sidebands of the x, y, and z vibration. Finally, the mean
phonon number was determined from the imbalance of
the respective red- and blue-sideband excitation prob-
abilities, yielding (n̄x , n̄y , n̄z) 5 (0.033, 0.022, 0.029),
and thus indicating that the three-dimensional ground
state was occupied with 92% probability.25 The same
method was used for simultaneous ground-state cooling of
both axial modes of a two-ion string of 9Be1 ions.29 The
result for the axial mode was n̄ax 5 0.1120.03

10.17 , and for the
breathing mode n̄b 5 0.0120.01

10.08 .

5. COOLING IN MULTILEVEL SYSTEMS
Comparison of resolved-sideband cooling and Raman
sideband cooling shows that these two methods are in fact
very similar: Although three (or more) levels are in-
volved in the Raman sideband cooling scheme, they re-
duce to an effective two-level system, as the upper level
can be adiabatically eliminated. The Raman transition
takes the role of the narrow optical transition in resolved-
sideband cooling, and the repumping corresponds to the
spontaneous decay of the upper level (or its quenching via
an auxiliary level). Details of the elimination process for
different arrangements of levels have been studied in Ref.
50, and the role of branching ratios in the repumping step
has been highlighted in Ref. 74.

It is also important to note that in Raman sideband
cooling the Raman lasers are tuned into resonance with
the un& → un 2 1& transition, just as in sideband cooling.
The detuning of both lasers from the intermediate level
has to be much larger than the linewidth and can be on
either side of the resonance. Slight modifications to the
detunings may be required when light shifts caused by
the Raman lasers play a role. Such situations have been
studied numerically, and optimum parameters have been
given for certain cases in Refs. 50 and 75. In Ref. 75 la-
ser cooling in a three-level system driven by two lasers
was investigated theoretically in some generality. A nu-
merical study of the same situation, starting from a mas-
ter equation for the center-of-mass motion, was presented
by Reiß et al.76 The calculated results can be interpreted
in terms of standard Doppler and Raman sideband cool-
ing processes and intermediate cases. The mathematical
procedure allows one to treat all possible light field con-
figurations and can be generalized to more complex level
schemes.

A. EIT Cooling
A special case of laser cooling of a three-level system,
where light shifts and quantum interference are com-
bined, was recently proposed31 and experimentally
realized.32 The method uses two lasers coupling two
metastable or ground states to the same excited level, one
above saturation (the coupling laser), the other below (the
cooling laser).77 The individual transitions may be broad
(G . h), such that they would normally only allow for
Doppler cooling. Both lasers are set above resonance to
the same detuning D of the order of the linewidth. The
intensity of the coupling laser is adjusted such that it cre-
ates a light shift of the upper level, which equals the trap
frequency. Figure 5 illustrates the arrangement. Pro-
vided that the trapped ion is in the Lamb–Dicke regime,
this particular combination of detunings and Rabi fre-
quencies has two effects: (i) Carrier (un& to un&) excitation,
which is one source of heating, is suppressed because the
two lasers fulfill the EIT (electromagnetically induced
transparency78) condition for forming a nonabsorbing su-
perposition of the two lower states. (ii) A narrow maxi-
mum in the absorption probability of the cooling laser is
created that peaks at the frequency of the red-sideband
(un& → un 2 1&) transition, thus enhancing the cooling.
The blue-sideband transition probability can be kept
small. Thus, a strong difference between cooling and
heating rates is established, and ground-state cooling be-
comes possible. In fact, this EIT-cooling method is poten-
tially more efficient than resolved-sideband or Raman
sideband schemes in the sense that at equal cooling rates
the theoretical cooling limit of EIT cooling is lower.31

Furthermore, the cooling limit does not depend on the ori-
entation of the laser beam with respect to the direction of
oscillation because of the suppression of the carrier tran-
sitions.

EIT cooling has been experimentally realized with a
single trapped Ca1 ion, utilizing Zeeman substates in the
S1/2–P1/2 state manifold, which is normally used for Dop-
pler cooling.32 The light fields for coupling and cooling
were both derived from the same laser at 397 nm. A
ground-state occupation of 90%, corresponding to
n̄z 5 0.1, was achieved for a single vibrational mode at
nz 5 3.32 MHz, starting from the Doppler cooling limit
n̄z 5 6.5. It was also shown that simultaneous cooling of
two vibrational modes close to the ground state is possible
when the light shift is adjusted to a value between the
two vibrational frequencies.

The practical advantages of EIT cooling over other
ground-state cooling methods are its experimental sim-
plicity and its easy combination with Doppler cooling.
Its applicability to various systems, including neutral at-
oms in dipole traps and strings of ions for quantum infor-
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mation processing, has been considered and tested in
simulations.79,80 Further experiments will have to con-
firm this potential.

B. Other Cooling Methods
The laser cooling methods described so far, Doppler, (Ra-
man) sideband, and to some extent EIT cooling, are the
standard tools presently used in ion trap experiments. A
few less conventional methods have also been proposed,
and some of them have been experimentally demon-
strated.

1. Sisyphus Cooling
Sisyphus cooling was first developed for quasi-free neu-
tral atoms and can be achieved with multilevel atoms in
light fields with polarization gradients81 or intensity
gradients.82 In several theoretical studies it has also
been considered for trapped ions. Wineland et al.47 treat
the case of a three-level atom that is confined to the
Lamb–Dicke regime by a trapping potential and that in-
teracts, on one transition, with an off-resonant standing-

Fig. 5. (a) Levels and transitions of the EIT-cooling scheme.
The coupling laser drives ur& → ue&, the cooling laser u g& → ue&.
The inset shows schematically the absorption rate on u g& → ue&
when the atom is strongly excited above resonance on ur&
→ ue&.76 (b) Absorption of cooling laser around Dg 5 Dr (solid
curve); dashed lines mark the probabilities of carrier (un&
→ un&) and sideband (un& → un 6 1&) transitions for the case
Dg 5 Dr . (c) Dressed-state picture: the cooling laser excites
resonantly transitions from u g, n& to the narrow dressed state
denoted u1, n 2 1&, which preferentially decays into u g, n
2 1&. d is the light shift (ac Stark shift) created by the
coupling laser.
wave light field. The ion must be positioned at the point
of maximum gradient in the standing wave. They find
that, as in the case of free atoms, the cooling limit is given
by the well depth of the standing-wave light potential and
that sub-Doppler cooling to an energy near the ground
state of the trapping potential can be achieved. Using a
trapped Mg1 ion as an example, n̄ 5 1.23 is calculated
for a situation where the Doppler limit is n̄ ' 10. A
similar result is found in Refs. 83 and 48 for polarization
gradient cooling of a trapped ion in the Lamb–Dicke limit.
In the specific case of a j 5 1/2 → j 5 3/2 transition in a
lin'lin molasses light field, a cooling limit of n̄ ' 1 is cal-
culated.

The case of polarization gradient cooling looks easier to
implement experimentally, because the requirement of a
well-defined position of the ion relative to the light field is
lifted.48 Yet neither of the Sisyphus cooling techniques
has so far been put into practice, i.e., applied to an ion
trapped in the Lamb–Dicke regime. Polarization gradi-
ent cooling of a single ion was studied experimentally
only under conditions where the trapping potential along
the cooled direction was shallow,84 similar to typical con-
ditions with neutral atoms. The final temperature of the
cooling process was in agreement with the free-atom re-
sults. The same setup was later used to study anoma-
lous diffusion processes in an optical lattice.85,86

2. Cooling by State Selection
A rather different technique, able to prepare a single ion
in the motional ground state in a more probabilistic way,
was proposed in Ref. 87. It uses sideband excitation to a
long-lived upper state, as in sideband cooling, but the
cooling cycle is not completed by spontaneous emission or
quenching of the upper level. Instead, state-selective
fluorescence is utilized to probe the internal state of the
ion after the sideband excitation pulse, as shown in Fig.
6(a). If fluorescence is observed, the ion is in the lower
state of the cooling transition, whereas no fluorescence in-
dicates that it resides in the upper state. If now, after
initial excitation to the upper level, a long series of alter-
nating blue-sideband excitation and probe pulses is re-
corded, where all measurements show no fluorescence,
then the ion will eventually be found close to the motional
ground state. For a motional state of a given purity
there is a corresponding number of consecutive no-
fluorescence results that have to be detected to obtain
that state. If that number is not reached in one run, i.e.,
fluorescence appears too early, another sequence has to be
started. Owing to its probabilistic character, the method
was initially called stochastic cooling.87

It may first appear contradictory that without photon
scattering the ion loses motional energy, but what really
happens is that an initially cold ion is selected. As illus-
trated in Fig. 6(b), the absence of fluorescence reveals in-
formation about the motional state: Since the sideband
Rabi frequency for un& ↔ un 2 1& transitions scales as
An, deexcitation from the upper state by a blue-sideband
pulse is less likely for a colder ion. Therefore every con-
secutive no-fluorescence result makes it more probable
that the ion is in a low-lying motional state. Although
the method is no standard cooling technique where the
motional energy is dissipated, a cooling rate—or inverse
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cooling time—can be defined as in standard schemes:
For any motionally excited initial state, there is a certain
measurement time, including unsuccessful runs, after
which the desired state (or probability distribution) is
obtained.87

A signature of the cooling process just described was
observed in an experiment with a single Ba1 ion.88 The
transition at 1762 nm between the S1/2 ground state and
the long-lived D5/2 state (t ' 30 s) was excited with side-
band pulses, while alternating resonant excitation on the
S1/2 → P1/2 dipole transition yielded state-selective fluo-
rescence. It was observed that, starting from D5/2 , the
probability for deexcitation indeed decreases with an in-
creasing number of preceding consecutive no-fluorescence
results, thus confirming that a longer no-fluorescence se-
ries yields a colder ion.

Similar techniques, where state-dependent information
is employed to select the cold part of an ensemble, have
later been suggested and demonstrated for neutral
atoms.89,90 They have also been called ‘‘informational
cooling’’ 90 and were linked to the idea of Maxwell’s
demon.89

3. Other Dark-State Cooling Techniques
All ground-state cooling mechanisms for trapped ions rely
on the decoupling of the lowest energy state from the ex-
citing light field(s); i.e., the final state of the cooling pro-
cess is a dark state. A corresponding method for free at-

Fig. 6. Schematic of cooling by detection of no fluorescence: (a)
Simplified level scheme showing the slow cooling transition S –D
and the fast transition for state-selective fluorescence S –P.
The Ba1 ion is taken as an example. Blue-sideband excitation
on S –D is alternated with probing on S –P. (b) Starting in
some distribution over the motional states in D (gray circles), the
higher-lying states are more likely to be deexcited (arrows). The
uD, n 1 1& ↔ uS, n& Rabi frequencies are indicated. If the ion
is in uD, n 5 0&, it will remain dark.
oms is velocity-selective coherent population trapping
(VSCPT),91 where a dark superposition of momentum
states is created. It was theoretically shown that such
dark superposition states, involving two vibrational
modes, also exist in ion traps and that they may be cre-
ated in a laser cooling process.92 The method, however,
has not been tested experimentally.

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Laser cooling has become a routine tool in many labora-
tories and especially in atomic and molecular physics,
e.g., in the investigation of cold quantum gases and trap-
ping of atoms with optical fields. Applications for preci-
sion spectroscopy, for time and frequency standards, and
for quantum information processing are fundamentally
relying on the ability to prepare quantum states at will by
using laser cooling techniques.

Ions confined in traps were the very first sample with
which laser cooling was demonstrated, and a single laser-
cooled ion today still represents one of the best under-
stood objects for fundamental investigations of the inter-
action between matter and radiation. Moreover, laser
cooling of a trapped atom makes it possible to invoke very
powerful and fast optical cooling mechanisms as, e.g., the
resolved-sideband cooling technique outlined above. Ex-
periments with single trapped ions spurred the develop-
ment of similar methods with trapped atoms in optical po-
tentials and still provide the ideal testing ground for
many new ideas. Two particular advantages of single la-
ser cooled ions in traps are that they can be confined to
very small spatial regions (below one optical wavelength)
and that they can be prepared and controlled at will for
experiment times exceeding days. Measuring and con-
trolling the final quantum state of a trapped ion is then
possible with resolved-sideband spectroscopy. For this
purpose new methods for the detection of the sidebands
and thus the characterization of the cooling have been ad-
vantageously developed with single ions,93 and they are
still under investigation.

With samples of trapped ions crystallization has been
investigated: Plasma physics at the extremely low tem-
perature limit has become possible, a regime which was
not accessible without efficient laser cooling. Thus, long-
ranging correlations arising from the Coulomb interaction
can be studied, which make the crystal a large-scale
quantum matter with properties that are not entirely ex-
plored yet.

Aside from being the testing ground and the ideal tool
for the demonstration of fundamental concepts and ideas,
laser-cooled ions have become the workhorse for many
modern precision measurements, and they will be the ba-
sis for future technologies. New atomic clocks based on
measuring an optical transition of a single trapped ion in-
dicate that accuracy figures of 10218 are within reach.94

This in turn will lead to a substantially increased preci-
sion of all experiments relying on time keeping and fre-
quency measurements.

The underlying features of trapped ion experiments,
such as the ability to precisely localize a single atom, to
prepare it in a pure quantum state, and to detect its state
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by the electron shelving technique, make trapped ions the
ideal tool for storing and manipulating quantum informa-
tion. This potential has led to renewed efforts in devel-
oping laser cooling methods, particularly for trapped ion
strings. Information storage and manipulation in
trapped atoms and ions also requires increasing control of
the pertaining quantum states. The concepts and experi-
mental methods involved in such quantum state engi-
neering have been developed out of laser cooling proce-
dures, and these two fields are still profiting from their
mutual stimulation. Thus, it can be expected that laser
cooling of trapped atomic and ionic structures, which are
to be used as quantum registers, will receive ongoing in-
terest.

In conclusion, laser cooling of trapped ions provides a
key building block for a broad range of cutting-edge ex-
periments, and it will become a basic feature for many fu-
ture investigations and applications. Of particular inter-
est would be to achieve laser cooling of naturally trapped
atoms such as, e.g., atomic impurities in crystals or in
larger molecules. Using the currently available cooling
techniques would then allow one to do laser cooling of
molecules or even bulk material. These possibilities are
being realized, and the first experiments are being carried
out.95–97 Thus it may be expected that laser cooling of
trapped atoms and ions will also become a key technology
in molecular and solid-state physics.
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